ATTN: COMMISSIONERS
RE: File Number S7-04-22
Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the SEC,

I have read your proposed Rule Q. Can you tell me why this so-called proposed rule even exists? A review of the laws vs this internal policy proposal shows a trend of invalid authority of law for the SEC to act in any manner found in the document. The proposed rules in File Number S7-04-22 is... for lack of a better description blatant abuse of Admin Law via pork barrel and usurpation of authority by the Securities and Exchange Commission to collect information for use by other companies and is unlawful. The data retained by SEC itself is the best indication of abuse of authority via so called rules by SEC of which has been historically and apparently remains unlawfully enabled by ill-informed experts - the theorem of economy is wrongfully managed because the FINTEC business is a radio spectrum business of both public and private nature. The SEC can not use law to enable monopolies and that is exactly what is being proposed.

The republic of the United States of America uncorrupted naturally does not knowingly enable any form of centralized government and yet the historical fact and apparently self-entitled nature of what is best called misinformation founded in greed seems to be the word of the day in the halls of government, specifically a further review of the history of the commission and its so-called regulatory agency FINRA have done nothing except support the criminal acts of so-called brokers dealers of which have historically adopted any rule that Denys visible anti-trust or compliance with law via wrongfully acts best seen as accountability avoidance.

The SEC is not a cyber-security firm nor is it anything other than a public records keeper – it has no business selling data of public realm nor does it retain right to cause movement of funds to delay accountability for crime nor does any act of a so called Administrative law judge whom acts based upon a political agenda do anything but contradict, because the so called funds only supports others measures of so called profit from derivatives that came to be due solely by the unlawful entry of said rules to the federal register.

The American people and investors in general would be far better served when the commission acts per law and end the toxic environment of convicted public companies banks and government workers by stopping the revolving door of gov to private to public a crime of epic proportions via violation of rights under color of law, specific to it is supposed to be unlawful for a convicted felon to keep breaking the rules and being allowed to continue to conduct business – case in point KKR’s entire business model and the so called M&A business models that has been historical used for intentional devaluation and corporate raiding to be offshored for the purpose of injecting illicit funds in to the so called legitimate markets – the proposal contained in File Number S7-04-22 is yet another abuse of government authority nothing more nothing less.

Sincerely,

Henry Bryant Lanier Sr.
Henry Bryant Lanier Sr. Esq. Ph.D.